A Closer Look

Noblesville High School
Why

We chose this theme because it most adequately reflects the individual and unique personalities of each student at NHS. Only Noblesville High School can offer Innovations classes to help students build businesses or take home gold in every fine arts department each year for ISSMA or draw as big of a student section as we do for football and basketball. In order to see everything we have to offer here, we have to take a closer look. Our Shadow Staff’s 2016-2017 publishment found that “under representation” of the arts department was our biggest criticism. With “A Closer Look” we can give our school a chance for every corner of the building to be brought to light.
Inspirations
Slogans and Spinoffs

On closer inspection
Hidden images
More than meets the eye
Up close and personal
Below the surface
Uncovered
Exposed
In plain sight
Concealed revealed
Out in the open
Resolved
Unfamiliar
A new approach
Unseen
Finding the ordinary in the extraordinary
Cover idea

Overlapping text idea
Mods

an exclusive look at MARCHING BAND

viewpoint
DANIEL KNOWLTON

Question goes here...
Answer goes here...

Question goes here...
Answer goes here...

Question goes here...
Answer goes here...

look closer
students in Fashion and Textiles learn the basics of fashion design including: how to cut fabrics, how to set up and using machines and sew it, and how to put them onto dress forms. Every year, the fashion students put their skills on display in the Annual Hinsdale Fashion Show, sponsored by
Graphic Elements

Square/rectangle shapes

Drop shadows behind pictures

Overlapping text (as shown on cover)

Mods
Dividers

Seasonal, highlight important events that might not get their own spread
Organization

Chronological by season

Subdivide by dates on dividers (what important things happened in this season)

Have a headline for each one (A(n) __________ Look)
Color scheme

Jostens Shocking Colors

The SH Clay matches school gold color
Font

AYT Sans font family